4 September • Sibylle Lehmann-Hase Meyer (Universität Hohenheim)
Reshaping the Stock Exchange Landscape and Its Consequences on Firm Financing:
Insights of 120 Years of Going Public in Germany

18 September • Nina Boberg-Faslic (TU Dortmund)
TBA

2 October • Nic Schaub (WHU Vallendar)
The Long Term-Effects of Inflation on Inflation Expectations

16 October • Rowaida Moshrif (Paris School of Economics)
Long-Run Land Inequality and Land Reform in Egypt (1896 – 2020)

6 November • Sebastian Ottinger (CERGE-EI Prague)
Racial Discrimination at the Patent Office

27 November • Cathrin Mohr (Universität Bonn)
Individualism, Identity and Institutional Stability:
Evidence from First Names in Germany (1700 – 1850)

4 Dezember • Philipp Ager (Universität Mannheim)
TBA

The talks take place from 5.15 pm to 6.45 pm, in L7, 3-5, room P043.
Everybody is welcome to attend.